
For Law Firms

Analytics. Research. 
Deep Industry Data.
Law firms with insightful and reliable data are equipped with the competitive edge to stay on top  
of a changing legal landscape. That’s where we come in: S&P Global Market Intelligence provides the 
essential intelligence for law firms to understand advisory relationships; execute detailed research  
on companies, industries and deals; and uncover connections.

Analytics and Research
Let our proprietary research and robust analytics 
tools help you join the elite or stay amongst them.

Gain insight into your clients
- Find new opportunities and expand existing relationships 

by utilizing our screening tool and extensive transaction 
history database. 

- Identify companies with high probability of default or 
increased risk of bankruptcy.

- Uncover hidden relationships that exist across corporate 
boards to find the right contact person.

Manage potential risks
- Evaluate possible conflicts of interest and manage your 

firm’s relationships. 

- Customize alerts on key corporate developments and 
financial stress signals.

- Identify affiliations, subsidiaries, partnerships, and 
corporate timelines of prospective clients.

Stay in the know
- Research key details of a company, including corporate 

trees, financials, comparables, advisory relationships, 
ownership, transactions, credit ratings, research and more. 

- Leverage our company profile to craft insightful 
presentations.

- Access proprietary industry content in our coverage 
universe.

- Receive alerts for new prospects matching your screen 
criteria.

Deep Industry Data
When it comes to analyzing complex business 
sectors, company financials alone don’t cut it. 
Confidently make your important decisions with our 
standardized, sector-specific metrics. 

Global Financial Institutions
Essential banking data for 47,000+ financial institutions 
across the globe. 

Global Real Estate
Comprehensive coverage of 1,000+ public and private real 
estate companies.

Global Media
Exclusive research and commentary covering pay-tv, 
broadcast, broadband, internet, content and media 
technology sectors in 80+ countries. 

U.S. Energy
Detailed coverage of 11,500+ power plants and  
100+ pipelines.

Global Metals & Mining
Coverage of 36,000+ properties and 12,000+ mining and 
exploration companies.

Solutions for your desktop or on-the-go
Easily turn information into actionable insights with our 
integrated platforms that deliver data the way you want it, 
whenever you need it: from desktop access to mobile apps 
to on-demand data feeds.

Expand your knowledge
You need specific training and materials to excel at your 
job. Executive conferences and expert training produced 
by our Knowledge Center are run year-round to deliver the 
essential insights you need to move you and your  
business forward.
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About S&P Global Market Intelligence
S&P Global Market Intelligence integrates financial and industry data, 
research, and news into tools that help track performance, generate 
alpha, identify investment ideas, understand competitive and industry 
dynamics, perform valuation, and assess risk.

CONTACT US

The Americas
+1-866-296-3743

Latin America
+1-646-599-8087

Europe, Middle 
East & Africa 

+44-20-7398-0873

Asia-Pacific
+852-5808-1882

Australia
+1800-337-900
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